Archangel Zadkiel

Astrea Aurora

I bring dispensations from the cosmic realms, newly birthed upon
the earth plane that all workers of the light may be freed from
that which disempowers and lessens them.
As you breathe deeply many come to your aid in this moment of
linking of energies worldwide, flocking to be by your side to clear
your field of disabling patterns and emotional behaviours.
Breathing deeply and opening the chakra column of light,
connecting your energies all the way to the Source realms,
securely held by many … as you open yourselves fully to the
realms of light, protected and assisted by many angel beings and
those from the realms of love and light … opening each of your
primary chakras individually, the heart and throat, the brow, the
crown … deepening your connection with Source, widening the
flow of light which streams to you … and opening the lower
chakras, solar plexus, hara, sacral and base … and opening and
activating the link chakra between your knees … and the earth
star chakra below your feet … deep into the heart of Gaia.

And as you breathe, allow a circular flow of energy to be received,
down from Source and up from Gaia … and this flow of energy
begins to form a figure of eight which crosses at your hara … for
you have activated the love current which flows in and around and
through you .. as ever increasing streams of love fill your being.
Ah, relaxing now into this flow and enjoying this stream of
consciousness which lightens you and fills you with the universal
realms, the unified field of love, connecting with the Flower of Life
… anchored to Gaia and to her grids of love and light and power …
so fully you flow with all the streams of love and light and power
… all is made available to you, all is given to you to assist you in
your walk of light and of mastery.
Just sitting quietly and flowing with these energies which link
each of you universally … linked around the world on this day
…not alone dear ones, but linked with so many. You anchor to
earth great streams of light and encircle the globe of the physical
plane with your beauty and your love and light … and much is also
able to be received by each of you.
The energies among mankind remain dense, with pockets of
brilliance among you workers of the light. And each time you
open your columns of brilliant light and anchor great streams of
celestial light into the grids of the earth, many are able to receive
and to share in this that you bring … the pockets of light, they
spread, they link, they commence to join together, your circles of
light becoming stronger and wider and invincible, able to absorb
the darkness which surrounds and to lift all to a higher frequency.
For as your own frequency lifts through your work of self
development, self mastery, self truth, all around you are carried
by the force of the light that you embody. The times are crucial
and you are asked to continue to hold steady your intent … to
hold to your paths of mastery, though the energies have been
fluctuating in intensity and in challenge for you. The obstacles on
your path of self mastery have been relentless, for there is an
acceleration and a requirement that you be free of duality, free of
ancient memories and patterns of limiting behaviour so that you
may embody pure light and create your highest reality, create the
New World with your heart’s dreams.
And so the quest has been a hectic one of challenge, as all of your
limiting patterns … those which have their origin in the earth
memories you sustained in other times of service to mankind …

have risen for view and for healing and release. The pace has
been relentless, for the planetary alignments set in place within
the divine plan for humanity have brought archetypal energies
whose effect is to dissolve all that is not truth, all that is not love
and self-love, all that is fear, all that is based on illusion, all that
is without integrity and honesty, justice and equality. The world
of the old dissolves around you … awaiting the new creations you
bring, but first the dissolving of the old must complete. And so
you walk through your initiations past ancient patterns of
limitation, progressing so far beyond formerly known perceptions
of yourself. And subtly, but powerfully, you change, become
masters of your own destiny, own reality.
Dear ones, the challenges are clearly seen and the task before you
rises like a monolith … but you are masters of light and great
beings … partially remembered, this mastery. And in your
greatness you are able to complete your task. In love of yourself
you will completely release all that is disabling, disempowering.
So much of assistance is given you. Great cosmic tools are
brought to earth that you may with ease complete the release of
that which ails and saddens and disempowers you. You hold
mastery within, greatness is at your core … and you are securely
held as you inexorably walk that path of greatness.
You stand as beacons of light before us and we pay homage to
your brilliance and to your stamina and perseverance. The
challenges you have walked within are clearly seen. Within your
colours of light we see the fears you hold. And we say to you that
many of these fears result from ancient memories of times past
when you chose to assist humanity in times of great darkness.
Pain and suffering and disempowerment was experienced and you
suffered greatly, shutting down many of your divine gifts in these
times and incurring karmic wounds and memories which remain
still within your energies, attracting to you experiences which
come into your life and which mirror to you those karmic records
and memories you hold.
It is your priority dear ones to completely clear and release
yourself from these memories of disempowerment and pain for
until the akasha of your soul is emptied of pain and
disempowerment, you are unable to fully walk your path of
mastery and completion, unable to be free of earthly initiations

which seek to free you from ancient patterns and ways of
behaviour.
And there are tools brought to earth to most easily assist you to
empty yourselves of all limitation, all pain and disempowerment.
For there is the need that you be free of all limitation so that you
may create in bliss and joy and freedom those heart’s dreams you
each hold which will form the basis for the creation of the New
World, new reality.
You are asked now to ponder upon the fears you each individually
hold and to name these. Fears of lack of safety, lack of security,
fears of the future, fears regarding love, that there is no love for
you, that you are unlovable, unable to be loved, not good enough,
not capable enough, unable to step forward beyond previous
perceptions of yourself, not brave enough. Fear of what is asked
of you in your path of service. Fear that you will never uncover
your mastery because of the disempowering nature of your
wounds and patterns and behaviours. Fear of lack of support,
feeling alone and abandoned and without help, feeling unable, not
strong enough, not brave enough, not capable enough to cope, to
grow, to move, to change. Fear of not having enough money,
enough friends, enough of the daily requirements of life. Fear of
poverty, fear of having no place to live, to work, to love. Fear of
others, fear of their judgement and criticism of you. Fear of
having no power, and fear of others’ power and fear of what those
who are in power may do to you. Fear of what is ahead, fear of
challenges and the future. Fear that you cannot sustain the
endurance of your path, for so much has been asked of you
already.
And as you add each of your own individual fears, those which are
your core fears, and those other smaller fears, naming these,
identifying every fear that you hold .. offer these up, and
surrender them, hold them out that they may taken from you.
Breathing deeply with relief to be rid of fear. And as you hold
your fears outstretched within your open hands, the circle of fire
of Astrea & Purity creates a forcefield around your fears and the
fiery sword cuts the fears from you. And Merlin’s forcefield of
magic and manifestation and mastery sweeps your fears from you
like a vacuum, taking all from you.

The Karmic Board offers for release the original core memories,
records, experiences, beliefs, patterns, programs and behaviours
which create you to have these fears … the original core
memories and records are released from your energies, crossing
time, space and all dimensions to release the origin of all of the
fears you have named. And karmic dispensation is given to all
involved, releasing karmic cords with those with whom you have
incomplete initiations, releasing you from the burden of all your
fears.
For your fears dear ones bring to you under the Law of Attraction
that which you fear and it is a priority for you to completely empty
yourself of all fear so that you may be free of the continual
patterns which sadden and disempower you. And so it is that if
you have fear of poverty, and of not having enough abundance,
then your patterns will revolve around having not enough, and
attempting to walk past and beyond this pattern and belief that
there is not enough for you. It is the fear which creates a
forcefield which allows the very thing you fear to come to you.
And so it is that Merlin’s forcefield of the Manifestation of Magic
and Mastery is brought to earth, given to you as a powerful tool to
clear yourself of all that saddens and disempowers you. Its
magnetic forcefield is fuelled with love. When it is called for, and
your heart is opened with trust and hope and with love as its fuel,
the manifestation is offered universally to all workers of the light
as a way of ‘fast tracking’ the karmic emptying of the akashic
memories of your soul.
You are able to work with this meditation repeatedly. As you
become able to identify other fears use this tool of mastery to free
yourself, dear ones, for you hold the destiny of man in your hands,
and you are assisted in so many ways to be free to walk your path
in joy and bliss, free of all that saddens you and disempowers
you.
You are held in light. You are supported in love. Many are those
who are there for you to hold and help and love and guide you.
Go with God dear ones. I am Merlin.

Astrea lives in the spiritual centre of Bali, immersed in and inspired by the culture and spirituality of the Isle of the Gods.
Her gift brought to earth for humanity is that of her ability to repattern the electro-magnetic field and light body to Original
Blueprint.
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Channeled readings from the akashic records
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Channeled readings of Life Purpose, Mission and Keepership – your purpose upon earth and your gift for humanity
Light Body Repair Kit ... sacred geometry codes for repatterning of the light body

Creation Elixirs with channeled activations … for restoration and healing of the light body
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